UP   TO   THE   PRESENT
he was getting too old for India. A boy of over six should
not stay in the East, for the climate is so hot and soft that
he gets no resistance to chills and chest diseases. He is also
apt to have his head turned by thinking he is a " little
Sahib " and therefore in some mysterious way a superior
being, a trait which can be most objectionable in small
boys, as I know only too well, having met several such.
As I was alone in India during that year, I went of for
my hot-weather holiday to Kashmir, where I made a pil-
grimage to Nanga Parbat. Nanga Parbat was the only
one of the very high Himalayan peaks that I had never
seen. I longed to see the immense southern precipice, the
biggest mountain face in the world. After five days in the
train, and two on a bus, I landed up at the house of Dr.
Neve in Srinagar.1 He and his wife were very kind, and
put me into the way of getting a party together, besides
telling me all the mountains best worth climbing. Dr.
Neve himself has done a great deal of mountaineering in
Kashmir, and made the first ascents of several of its best-
known peaks. In three days, I was able to start, taking
with me an " old boy " of Tindale Biscoe's well-known
school in Srinagar. Tindale Biscoe's great aim is to make
the jelly-fish-like Kashmiri into a man, and the chap who
came with me was a fine specimen, tall and well built, the
son of a noted Shikari (hunter), and able, thank goodness,
to speak English.
After a few preliminary climbs, we started for the passes
which lead to Gilgit, and were close to Nanga Parbat within
ten days of leaving Srinagar. What a colossal mountain
it is ! Twenty-six thousand feet high, with a summit ridge
several miles long, and no peak for many miles around
higher than 18,000 feet. We climbed one of these sub-
sidiary peaks, just opposite the southern face, and after
going up a jolly ridge of rock and snow, we sat on the sum-
mit rocks and gazed for an hour at the wonderful and ter-
rible precipice which sweeps down into the glacier, 15,000
1 Pronounced to rhyme with " Rugger."
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